In previous papers 2 we presented the radial second order imaging properties of inhomogeneous magnetic sector fields with normal incidence and exit at plane boundaries. These fields may provide very high mass resolving power and mass dispersion without increase in radius or decrease of slit widths, fn the present paper the calculations are extended to include the effect of oblique incidence and exit at curved boundaries. The influence of the fringing fields on axial focusing when the boundaries are oblique, is accounted for. It is shown that the second order angular aberration may l;e eliminated by appropriate curvature of the boundaries.
The present paper deals with the most general case if the symmetry with respect to the median plane is retained, i. e. that of curved oblique boundaries. The sector field approximation is retained, i. e. the field strength is supposed to be independent of the path coordinate within the field boundaries where it falls off to zero abruptly. The field boundaries are assumed to consist of lines normal to the median plane. The influence of the fringing fields on axial focusing when the boundaries are oblique, is accounted for.
The coordinate system is identical to that used in the previous paper 2 (Fig. 1) . Some of the relevant parameters are shown in Fig. 2 boundaries is defined by the projection on the median plane (F ig. 3) . rhe obliqueness at the entrance and exit of the main path is defined by the angles e and e". These quantities are positive as shown in Fig. 3 . The radii of curvature of the entrance and exit boundaries are R' and R", which quantities are chosen to be positive if the corresponding boundary is convex towards field-free space. In Fig. 3 , both R' and R" are positive. The rectilinear paths in the field-free object and image space are supposed to coincide with the tangents to the curved trajectories at the field boundaries. The effect of oblique and/or curved boundaries follows from geometrical considerations. We calculate the second order approximation of the ion trajectories in the image space, related to focusing in radial direction. Axial focusing was treated in first order approximation in the preceeding papers 1 ' 2 ;
it remains unaffected by the curvature of boundaries, but is altered by the axial lens action of the fringing fields in case of oblique incidence and exit.
Oblique incidence
We will first treat the influence of plane oblique it has been derived in the previous papers, that the radial second order approximation of the ion trajectory within the field region may be represented by: [37] and {7} **.
In Fig 
proximation used. Substitution of (6), (7), (8), and (9) into (2) yields the radial second order approximation in the rotated system. Substituting in this expression:
and expanding in a TAYLOR series in A1, we obtain the radial second order approximation measured in the fixed coordinate system [with D/ = dDj/dw]:
Oblique exit
The projection on the median plane is represented Writing U* = AB/ rm, the corresponding expression relative to the fixed coordinate system is y2 = rm U " -x2 tan .
We will designate by U, U', U", the values of u, du/dw, d 2 u/dw 2 respectively at w = W, irrespective of the limitation of the deflecting field by the field boundary. W is the sector angle (see Fig. 3 ).
We have: 
We have:
Now A DCG -A KCH, and thus KH -rm (U -tan a tan A2) •
The line x2 = 0 of this second system includes the point of exit of some other path DBCI under consideration. GM = AM = rm . Writing Ü = DG/rm, the As A KBH -A DBM, we may deduce:
path DBCI is presented relative to the rotated system by the equation:
£/*=AB/rm = t/ + |£/V 2 + ... 
a4= = 5 -A 2 = -U' + U U' + ( -U + U U'" + U 2 ) t"' + UU't" 2 + hU 2 t"s + ... . (18)
In (17) 
The coefficients Mi, N{, may be written as:
Mu = /"11a + /'lib (lm/rm) + ^Hc (ZM7 rm) 2 ,
^33 = /"33a + /"33b (An'/rm) + /"33c (An'/rm) 2 , Mm = //34a + /"34b (An Am)> M44 = //44a;
Curved boundaries
A discussion of the effect of curved boundaries on the coefficients it j, Vj, for a homogeneous magnetic sector field, was presented by KÖNIG and HIN-
TENBERGER
The curvature changes only some of the second order coefficients. The reasoning of KÖNIG and HINTENBERGER applies equally to inhomogeneous magnetic sector fields. If Lij, Vj represent the coefficients in (20) - (21) for oblique incidence and exit at curved boundaries with radii of curvature R' and R" (see Fig. 3 ) and pj, Vj are the corresponding coefficients for normal incidence and exit at plane boundaries, the relation between them may be expressed from the above arguments by: (with t --= tan e ; t -tan £ ; Q = The evaluation of the coefficients jUj, , will be postponed until after a discussion of the effect of curved boundaries.
+ /"la /"lb t t /"l2a = /"12a + /"la /"2a t /"12b = /"l2b + (/"12a ~ /"la) * + /"lb /"2a , --J J'? + /<la/"2a* t /"22a = /"22a + 2 /"2a 1 5 /"33a = /"33a » /"33b = /"34a = /"33b » /"33c = 2 /"34b = /"44a = /<33c '•>
y la = Via + /"la »'lb = ^lb + ^la + /*lb + /"la t", V2a = V2a, + fl2& t", ^lla = Vila + (/"lla -1 /"la 2 ) /Zla ^la ~ 1 /"la 2 + /"la 2 , "lib = Viib + 2 Vua t' + (/2llb -2 re /Zla /Zlb) + ria t 2 + 2 (/Zlla -re (üla 2 ) t" -(/Zla rlb + /Zlb vla) f" 2 -/"la /"lb -2 /"la Via«' t" 2 + /Zla t 2 t" -/7la 2 t t" 3 + 2 o" (/Zla /Zlb + /7la 2 «') , Vile = V110 + (nib -n vla) t' + (/Zllc -re /Zlb 2 ) t" + (vlla -| vlb) f' 2 + (/Zlla -re /7la 2 -| /tib) f' 2 t" + (/"lib -2 re /Zla /lib -«/"la) t't" -fllh vlht" 2 -{fil3u vlh + filh vla) t't" 2 -\ /Iib 2 ~ /"la /"lb I t" 3 ~ /"la Via*' 2 *" 2 ~ 2 /"la 2 t 2 t" 3 + q" {fllh 2 + 2 /tia t + /7ia 2 t 2 ) + Q (rla + JÜla t") , (23) Vl2a = Vi2a + (/"12a /72a ~ /"la) t" -(fc^ V2a + jx2 a i?la) t" 2 -fiU /22a + 2 ß" «ja /72a , Vl2b = Vi2b + (Vi2a -"la) + (/"12b ~ 2 n/2lh /Z2a -/"lb) ~ (/"lb V2a + /72a Vlb) t" 2 + (/Z12a -2 Tl fLU /Z2a -2 /Zla) t't" -JÜib /"2a ~ (/"la V2a + /(2a "la) t" 2 ~ /"la /"2a t t' Z + 2 (/7jb /72a + ßu t) , V22a = V22a + (/(22a -n ,(72a 2 -/Z2a) ~ /^2a V2a *" 2 ~ I /72a 2 t" 3 + o" /72a 2 , »'33a = V33A + /Z33a t", V33B = V34A = V33b + ^33B V33C = | V34B = R44A = j>33c + t733c t" .
For reference, the coefficients /7;-, , for normal incidence and exit at plane boundaries are summarised below:
,-33c= |?34b = V44a = .Hl-5rt)-1 {-(2rt-Z(l-rt))rt 1/2 sin2r t + (rt-Z(l -3 n) ) (1 -n) sin W*} . 
where the coefficients Oj, for normal incidence and exit at plain or curved boundaries are equal to:
(with r f = n 1/2 r) a3u = rt _1/2 sin osh = 04a = r3a = cos W\ r3b = r4a= -n 1,2 smWK (29)
In case of oblique incidence and exit the stray fields have to be taken into account (HERZOG 4 ). They act as thin lenses on the entrance and exit side with the focal lengths /str and /str respectively, given by:
/str = RM cot E, /s'tr = rm cot e". (30) is valid independent of the shape of the fringing fields provided that their extension is short compared with /str or /str. Thus including the effect of the fringing fields, the coefficients Oj, rj. for oblique incidence and exit at plain or curved boundaries are given by: (with JF f = n 1/2 JF; t= tane'; t" = tan e") a 3a = n _1/2 sin W f ; °3b = ö 4a = cos W~ -f rt _1/2 sin JF f t ;
T 3a = cos JF f + rt~1 /2 sin W^ t";
T 3b = T4a = -n U2 sin IF f + cos WHt + t") + rt~1 /2 sin t t".
